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In some countries, alternative rankings have been proposed, including in Germany 
(CHE ranking in 2002 and post-grad ranking in 2007), France (Ecole des Mines ranking 
in 2007), and the United Kingdom (Times Higher Education in 2004). The European 
Union has been quite attentive to the generalization of the ranking of universities and 
tried to promote alternative ways of thinking that would replace the notion of ranking 
by the notion of "strategic positioning"' proposed by indicator specialists in Europe. 

The huge success of these rankings can be explained by many factors: the globalization 
of research and higher education as a collection of competitive marketi;; the market 
for universities, students, professors and publications; the close connection that 
private universities establish between the salaries and "prestige• as me!lllured 
apparently by rankings; the development of evaluation procedures based on 
indicators instead of the peer assessments that promote individual success, 
•excellencew; the further de-regulation and privatization of higher-education in 
countries where research and higher education were part of the world image of 
hegemony (in the case of the United Kingdom for example or the resistance of the 
French university and engineering schools system to rankings). The predominance of 
metrics that relate evaluation to simple performance indicators has also been at the 
very heart of New Public Management.. and more generally of managerial approaches 
to research and higher education policy. Evidently, those promoting ideological 
privatization and less state involvement in the economy will favor these rankings and 
metrics of excellence. 

More recently, the debates have left the criticism of rankings that seems relatively 
inefficient to the promotion of impact measurement. A whole new field for research 
evaluation is thus emerging. In the meantime, US News continues to produce its 
rankings regularly, a nice commercial venture since readers of magazines and 
newspapers find it re-assuring to locate their school in those rankings. It is very little 
known how much of this effort actually influences decisions to choose a school, but it 
certainly has a nice impact on sales of the newspapers. While other rankings take into 
account teaching and research (such as Times Higher Education), US News focuses 
only on one research output: the indexed publication in Scopus. 

The Arab countries, mainly in the Gulf, have actively promoted commercially-based 
universities, either public or private, close to this worldwide market of competences, 
where money buys prestige and petroleum funds excellence. Rankings fit well in this 
search for excellence and market competition. Some universities have been 
denounced in newspapers and scientific journals for hiring shadow professors who 
spend almost no time there but agree, for a high price, to list all of their publications 
with that university or publish some of their papers with the affiliation to the 
university. The actual size of this phenomenon is still not known but probably affects 
only marginally the actual level of scientific: research. Nonetheless, it does affect the 
image of the universities and the countries in the rankings produced by the 
Competitiveness reports and World Bank assessments of knowledge-based economy. 

As previously mentioned, US News recently published the Best Arab Region 
Universities. This ranking, contrary to its U.S. equivalent, is based solely on the raw 
numbers of articles, citations, and other indicators provided by the Scopus database, 
another commercial venture lead by Elsevier. This means they are not scaled against 
the number of academic staff an institution employs. Contrary to Web of Science, 
Scopus seemed to welcome additional journals, some of which are questionable as 
later descibed. In fact, both databases seem to cover in very similar ways the scientific 
production in aggregate figures for statistically large datasets. When zooming down to 
speci1k countries that produce a small number of publications or even particular 
institutions, the number of methodological shortcomings makes things even more 
difficult. Still, there is no accepted standard in bibliometric evaluations and rankings 
are not at all favored by specialists in the field. 

Thus university rankings should be taken for what they are: commercial activities that 
describe a private sector knowledge market and try to provide tools for it. The US 
News ranking of Arab universities has all the flaws of rankings and additionally is 
based on a very thin database. If we look to the 448 "Arab~ journals included in the 
Scopus list, we find that 67 percent of them belong to two problematic publishers, 
Hindawi (based in Cairo) and Bentham (based in Sharija, United Arab Emirates and 
mentioned as a questionable publisher by Beall listing-which lists potential, possible, 
or probable predatory scholarly open-access publishers). Both are mentioned in the 
''predatory journals" in the Beall listing.[1] "Predatory journals" are those that 
unprofessionally exploit the author-pays model of open-access publishing (Gold OA) 
for their own profit (which seems quite high). Typically, these publishers spam 
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pmfess1onal emanllSIS, broadly sol1c:l!IJlg ardcle suhmlssions fbr the clear purpose of 
gamJng additional Income. Operating essentfally as vanity presses, these puhlishers 
~yhave a low ardcle acceptaru:e tllre&hold. with a falafrfrom or non-ezlstent 
peer review process. Ul11Jke professional publ1shing operations, whether 
subscriptfon·bued or eddcally-somul open acceu, these predatoiy publiahen add 
little value to scholanJdp, pay l1ttle attention to IU&itd preservation. and operate uslq 
fly-by-night, UDSUStahlahl.e business models. 

Table: Distribution of Journals based on the Arab world by publishers 

Journals oublisher No % 
Hindawi Publishing 
Corporation 146 33 
Bentham Science Publishers 151 34 
Universities oress 151 34 
Total 448 100 

According to 1lds ranldJI(. the "best" Arab five 1llllvmltfes are: I<ln& saud Ulliventty, 
I<ln& AIJdulazlz Univeratty. I<ln& Abdullah Univentty of Sc1ence & TecllnolQB CaJro 
Unive~ and the American University of Beirut. Beyond thU overall ranking. the 
newspaper offers ranklnp In each sdentlflc flelcl, an appromnatlon to academic 
disciplines.[2) Conceming the aocial science and. humanities (SSH), the nilkiDg i8 
fundamentally flamd. since lll08t of SSH production is In Arabic and the Aralllc
Janguqe joumals are not lndend. by Scopus. Only two Journals In the ll&t are 
produced. in Anbic (one from :Kuwait and llIIDther from Jordan)[3] amang the seven 

journals based in the Arabic world. In the Arab world. there are around 300 academic: 
joumals in.Arabic that 811! subsequently ignored. 

Rankings are not indic:ative of research, nor are they used for evaluation of research 

even m very compedtive envlromnents. Ranldllgs are not used for flmdfng dedstons 
and proballl.y bave never had any real Impact on cl\oosmg a career since otller 
features such as location, eost. prmimity, and previous knowledge or an academic 
Institution play a more lmponant role than any raNdng. 'Dl.ey only serve a symbolic, 

polldcal and hlPlY Ideological funcdon In that theyJ.etlblmbe the Idea of 
benchmartlq amoq cWferent unlversldes. Jf some e4'ect Is to he found lt Ism 
triggering fierce controversies among academics and academic managers on the 
respecdve merhJ afthelr own IJIJdtutions, dJscusslons that never go beyond the 
frontlen of the amall warld that is concemed by the fisurea. Prospective pupils and 
famfl1ell that read these ranklngll wfll probably be happy or cHsconcerted by dlelr 
choices (future or present) but will .finally give 1l.ttll! credit to figures that related wry 
loosely to the actual academic status and practice. 

As Baurdiau once wrote, "standardisation benalils the dominant,• and 1helle ranicingl 

want to co:nsolidate the idea of a one for aD starubml. a mellSUI'e that fits all. 
independently of oontents, orientation. location or resources. Instead of thinlciI1g 
abom unlwnid.es as a soda! lllstltw1on tbat 11 a certllln envlromnent, In t8mlS of 
ecology (b!o-dl.verslty adapted to 111 envlranment}, 1115 thought of In te:rms of 
hierarchy (how to attain the title of "the best" wheat competing qaimt the 41·billion· 
eadowment Harvard unl.verslly). Llmtted to this elhe fonnadon fmu:tlon, the 
university becomes a carl.catare of itself. Effects In the country or the temto~ 
activl.dea beymld p1ll>l18hJn& research, comm\llll1y services, pa11idpatfon to puhlic 
debates, Influence of policy declslalll, contrlbudan to local polldcal Ufe, cllssemtnadon 
ofboth knowledge and ans, amd social orpnlaadon become mWll>le In these 
one-dimensional ranldDp.. Even the actual coldrlbutfon of mdlvid.uala J:d&bly devoted 
and loyal to their own home imdlution becomes a footnote In the career of atademk 
faculty members. Rather more worrying Is the fact that promotion reports, that are 
produced fbr promotion in&ide Ullivenities and decide the professional death or life of 
candidates, are cantuninated by the benchnwting and managerial view of 
"exc:eJlence• 11iat ahscures all lllher dimeml.on that are not part of the raDll:lng In terms 
ofpulllicatioN. Rankil1g is thus part of an academic "celebrity model" that operates at 
a global.level. in a se1edive way, as globalization itself. 

Wllile we are not enthusiastic about any rankil\g. if a rankiJlg .is a must we cm thilllt 
about alternative ways or conducting ranking or promotion criteria for individual 
pmfessors. Some prlndp1es to be taken Into account 

• All indicators should be scaled against the number of academic staff a Ulliversity 
employs. 

• BD>llometr!cs may Inform. but not replace peer review. 
• Creation of a nationaJllanluale portal (Judt as lbe :t1emJsh Academic Blllli.ographic 
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Database for SSH). The newly established E-marefa and Manhal are a starting point for 
the Arab world but they are still insufficient and it is better to have a national or an 
official pan-Arab organization to create such a portal. 
• Benchmark the whole life cycle of research (i.e. including knowledge transfer and 
public/policy research activities). We admit that not all research should have an 
immediate relevance to local society. Thus research should be classified by temporality 
(research that needs time to have output [because oflong fieldwork or because of 
political sensitivity of its content] versus research that yields quick results) and by 
public/policy relevance and knowledge transfer/innovation aooking at how much 
research income an institution earns from industry)_ If the trend will be kept to 
quantify that, indicators of public/policy activities for the relevant research should be 
developed, including when these activities will yield to relevant public and policy 
debates_ 

Arvanitis is a research director in Institute de recherche pour le developement 
(France) and Hanafi is professor at American University ofBeirut. 

[1] http:f/scholarlyoa.comJpublishers/ 

[2] Disciplines in academia do not necessarily follow the classification by fields used in 
databases. Moreover, indicators are very sensitive to changes in the numbers of 
artictes that have been indexed by the database. Finally, the production of a specific 
university can be strongly underestimated due to bad affiliations and wrong or 
different forms of writing a specific afilliation. Databases like Scopus and Web of 
Science have tried to correctly follow-up the denominations of affiliations of authors 
but there are still large parts of the production that can be missed. 

[3] Few other journals publish in fact in both English and Arabic such as the Arab Gulf 
Journal for Scientific Research. 
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